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GraphOn Signs OEM Agreement with
Educational Paperwork Solutions and WebGlobix
ISV Instantly Web-enables Windows Application with GO-Global
SANTA CRUZ, CA – April 9, 2007 – GraphOn Corporation (OTCBB:GOJO), a leading worldwide developer
of server-based application publishing and Web-enabling software solutions, announced today that it has
signed an OEM agreement with Educational Paperwork Solutions, Inc. (EPS) and its hosting partner,
WebGlobix Inc.
EPS is an independent software vendor (ISV) based in Goleta, CA while WebGlobix’s hosting facilities are
headquartered in Albuquerque, NM. EPS and WebGlobix have jointly deployed GraphOn’s GO-Global
software to quickly and inexpensively Web-enable their software solutions to meet industry demand for easy
Internet-based access.
“We needed a Web-enabling solution that was easier to install, implement, maintain and use than Citrix, not to
mention less expensive,” said Steve Ormbrek, CEO of EPS. “Many companies such as ours are facing the
daunting, expensive task of rewriting their software to make it Web accessible. GO-Global allows us to be
securely Web enabled and usable via a Web browser today, not tomorrow.”
GO-Global is a fast, simple and affordable application delivery solution that provides instant Web-based
access to centrally-running Windows, UNIX and Linux applications from any location, platform and operating
system. With GO-Global, there is no need to rewrite applications for the Web or deploy complex infrastructure
such as Microsoft Windows Terminal Services or Citrix Presentation Server.
“Thanks to GO-Global, we’re now able to host several of our joint applications for universal Web browserbased access by authorized Windows and Linux clients,” said Howard DeLaCruz-Bancroft, CEO of
WebGlobix. Web-enabled applications include SESP (Special Education Support Program) by EPS and MITS
(Medicaid/Medi-Cal billing system).
“For more than 10 years, EPS has been a highly successful innovator of paperwork reduction solutions,” said
GraphOn Regional Sales Manager Mike Ruggeri. “We are very pleased to announce this OEM agreement
and look forward to a lengthy and mutually-successful partnership.”
About EPS
Education Paperwork Solutions, Inc. automates, simplifies and improves the bureaucratic log jam caused by
paper-based educational systems. The EPS software solution known as SESP helps create, manage and
mandate compliance for Individual Education Plans (IEPs) in the Special Education arena. For more
information, call 805.685.4657or visit www.spedtech-eps.com.
About WebGlobix
WebGlobix Inc. provides the hosting services for EPS and will be the private labeling brand name for selling
the GO-Global software. WebGlobix works with EPS and its other partners to provide Medicaid/Medi-Cal
billing solutions, high-performance parallel computing projects, as well as systems to match patients on
certain prescription drugs with mental health providers. For more information, call 505.489.5403 or visit
www.webglobix.com.
About GraphOn Corporation
GraphOn Corporation is a publicly-traded company headquartered in Santa Cruz, California. For over a
decade, GraphOn has been an innovator of cost-effective, advanced solutions that help customers access
applications from anywhere. GraphOn’s high-performance software provides fast remote access, cross-

platform connectivity, and a centralized architecture that delivers a dramatically lower cost of ownership. The
company’s solutions run under Microsoft (MSFT) Windows, Linux and UNIX, including Sun (SUNW) Solaris,
IBM AIX, Hewlett-Packard (HPQ) HP-UX, and others. For more information, call 1.800.GRAPHON or visit
www.graphon.com.
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